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We investigate the uptake of a nontargeted contrast agent by breast tumors using a continuous wave
diffuse optical tomography apparatus. The instrument operates in the near-infrared spectral window
and employs 16 sources and 16 detectors to collect light in parallel on the surface of the tumor-
bearing breast~coronal geometry!. In our protocol an extrinsic contrast agent, Indocyanine Green
~ICG!, was injected by bolus. Three clinical scenarios with three different pathologies were inves-
tigated. A two-compartment model was used to analyze the pharmacokinetics of ICG and prepro-
cess the data, and diffuse optical tomography was used for imaging. Localization and delineation of
the tumor was achieved in good agreement witha priori information. Moreover, different dynami-
cal features were observed for differing pathologies. The malignant cases exhibited slower rate
constants~uptake and outflow! compared to healthy tissue. These results provide further evidence
that in vivo pharmacokinetics of ICG in breast tumors may be a useful diagnostic tool for differ-
entiation of benign and malignant pathologies. ©2003 American Association of Physicists in
Medicine. @DOI: 10.1118/1.1573791#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Light has been used for centuries as a means to probe hu
tissue. However, in the last decade the near-infrared~NIR!
spectral window has received special interest. In this spec
range, human tissues are characterized by relatively low
sorption and relatively high scattering. Thus NIR light d
fuses through most tissues. The chromophore accountabl
most NIR absorption is hemoglobin in its different forms. A
a result, NIR optical techniques provide a method to inv
tigate deep tissues and reveal functional information ab
these tissues, with the advantage of low power and nonin
siveness.

A wide range of biomedical applications may benefit fro
these recent developments, for example cancer detection
characterization. By probing local blood concentration a
oxygenation, the NIR techniques provide insight about c
cer physiology. Preliminary clinical data has already repor
breast cancer detection and characterization.1–5 However, it
is sometimes difficult to assess the significance of
absorption-derived intrinsic parameters because of other
sue optical-variations due to hormonal status.6–8 In addition,
thus far the scattering coefficient appears to be a nonreli
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diagnostic parameter.9,10 It is therefore still desirable to in-
vestigate alternative NIR diagnostic tools with potentia
higher tissue/tumor contrast.

Extrinsic contrast agents play a critical role in magne
resonance imaging~MRI!11 and positron emission tomogra
phy ~PET!.12 Similarly, we anticipate contrast agents in th
NIR will provide added diagnostic information for DOT,13,14

especially as new generations of contrast agents are desi
to target molecular and genetic expression of tumors.15–18

Presently, however, these extrinsic compounds are not a
able for human studies. To assess the potential of con
agents in clinical trials, one must use FDA approved co
pounds. Indocyanine Green~ICG! meets most needs for op
tical techniques. The compound is safe, it is approved by
Food and Drug Administration, and is commonly used cli
cally for diagnostic purposes.19–21 Moreover, it possesses a
absorption and fluorescence spectra in the NIR window22

NIR studies using ICG in breast cancer detection have
ready been reported.13,23 Studies in tissue phantoms,24,25 in
animal models26,27 and in humans28,29 have demonstrated it
potential uses and its ability to enhance tumor-to-healt
tissue contrast. Principally as a result of its high bindi
1039…Õ1039Õ9Õ$20.00 © 2003 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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percentage to blood proteins, ICG is a blood pooling ag
providing sensitivity to hyper-vascularization. Its distributio
is mainly intravascular; extravasation is likely to occur on
in the highly permeable blood capillaries of tumors.30

In this work we explore thein vivo uptake dynamics of
ICG in breast tumors using a continuous wave~CW! NIR
imaging apparatus. Three patients with suspicious ma
were enrolled for this first trial. In each case, localization a
delineation of the tumor was achieved in good agreem
with a priori information. Furthermore, different dynamic
behaviors were observed, and were found to be correl
with three different pathologies determined afterwards by
opsy. Malignant tumors exhibited slower rate constants~up-
take and outflow! compared to healthy tissue. Conversely t
benign case exhibited similar rate constants.

The structure of this article is as follows. First we intr
duce the methods employed, including a brief introduction
the apparatus, a presentation of the pharmokinetic mo
and a description of the inverse problem. Second, we pre
reconstructions obtained from a tissue phantom and from
threein vivo cases.In vivo pharmacokinetics are derived u
ing these reconstructions. Discussion of these results is
lowed by a brief conclusion.

II. METHODS

A. Apparatus

The system used in this study has been described in d
elsewhere.28 The current design is given in Fig. 1. Briefly
the system employs 16 light sources~derived from a tungsten
bulb! located on a circular holder. Sixteen detectors~silicon
photodiodes! are situated in the same plane and use the s
positions as the sources to collect~in parallel! the light origi-
nating from one source at a time. A band pass filter~typically
at 805620 nm) is placed in front of the source to select t
incident wavelength.

The breast is arranged in a pendular geometry with
source-detector probes gently touching its surface~cf. Fig.
1!. A set of data for one source is collected every 500 m
The total time for a whole scan of the breast (16 sour
316 detectors) is'8 s. Due to the large dynamic range
the data, only signals from the farthest 11 detectors are u
in the analysis, i.e., detectors drawn with plain lines in Fig

FIG. 1. CW imager configuration. The sources are sequentially shining u
the breast and so the configuration is equivalent to a fan-beam configura
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 6, June 2003
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B. Protocol

Patients with suspicious masses were enrolled for
study. Measurements were made prior to biopsy to av
modification of the blood volume and blood flow in the t
mor area.A priori knowledge on the location and size of th
tumor was derived by palpation. This information was us
to position the probe holding sources and detectors in
coronal plane bearing the tumor. Diagnostic information w
obtaineda posteriori from biopsy and eventually surgery.

ICG was injected intravenously by bolus with a conce
tration of 0.25 mg per kg of body weight. Data acquisitio
from the apparatus were derived shortly before the inject
and continued for the next 10 min.

C. Pharmacokinetics

ICG has been used for 40 years in different areas of m
cine. Its metabolic and physiological features are w
documented.22 The spectral properties of ICG are suitable f
NIR applications. The maximum absorption occurs at 8
nm in whole blood and its fluorescence peaks at 830 nm.
molecule is amphiphilic and exhibits a strong affinity
blood proteins. Therefore, the distribution of ICG is expec
to be mainly intravascular. Researchers are using this p
erty to delineate tumor tissues.31 Although extravasation of
the molecule has been reported in some tumor lines, extr
sation is not expected to be universal.30

The compound is extracted from the blood by the hepa
cytes and clears from the blood in several minutes. Tw
compartment models have been predominantly used to
lyze the pharmacokinetics of the ICG.32,33 We use the
approach of Shinoharaet al.:

ICG~ t !52A exp~2at !1B exp~2bt !, ~1!

where ICG(t) is the time dependent concentration curve f
lowing the injection, anda andb @min21# are the rate con-
stants for ICG uptake and release, respectively.A andB de-
termine the zero time intercepts. This model is used to foll
the global~one source-detector pair! and the local~one voxel
in the image reconstructions! pharmacokinetics of ICG. The
pharmacokinetics of ICG were used as part of thea priori
information set to select the optimum configuration for DO

Raw data were fitted to Eq.~1! using a standard nonlinea
Nelder–Mead simplex search.34 Goodness of the fit was as
sessed by theR2 value. Raw intensity data leading to a fi
with R2<0.75 were disregarded from consideration in t
reconstruction algorithm. The rationale of this preprocess
of the data is linked to biological noise we noticed in o
measurements; biological noise can hamper our ability
obtain accurate reconstructions.

D. The analytical forward model

Propagation of light in soft human tissue such as breas
modeled by the diffusion approximation.35 This model pro-
vides a framework for consideration of inhomogeneities e

n
n.
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1041 Intes et al. : Dynamical optical mammography 1041
bedded in tissues, such as tumors. The heterogeneous
sion equation we use to model our problem~with scattering
assumed constant and homogeneous! is

@¹21k21O~rW !#U~rW,rWs!52AS~rWs!/D. ~2!

Here U(rW,rWs) is the fluence rate~W.cm22! ~isotropic term!,
D5(3ms8)

21 is the light diffusion coefficient in cm,ma is
the absorption coefficient~cm21!, ms8 the reduced scatterin
coefficient~cm21!, andAS(rWs) the source term. Herek is a
wavenumber obeying the relation,k252vma2 iv/vD (v
5angular modulation frequency set to zero in our casev
5 light speed in media!, andO(rW) represents the heterogen
ity operator, i.e.,

O~rW !5
vDma~rW !

D
. ~3!

Analytical solutions of this equation are derived usi
perturbative approaches. In our case, we used the first-o
Rytov approximation. The sample volume is divided into
set of voxels and the measurements are related to the
knowns~in this case relative absorption coefficient! of each
voxel by a system of linear equations:

F Fsc~rWs1 ,rWd1!

]

Fsc~rWsm,rWdm!
G5F W11 ... W1n

] � ]

Wm1 ... Wmn

GF Dma~rW1!

]

Dma~rWn!
G .

~4!

Here Fsc(rWs ,rWd)52 ln@Upost-injection(rWs ,rWd)/Upre-injection

3(rWs ,rWd)] is the diffuse Rytov perturbative phase for thei th
source-detector pair,Wi j is the weight function for thej th
voxel and thei th source-detector pair, andDma(rW j ) is the
differential absorption coefficient of thej th voxel. The deri-
vation and the expression of the weight function can
found in the thesis by O’Leary36 and a detailed description o
the differential formulation based on postinjectio
preinjection has been described by Ntziachristoset al.37

The shape of the breast was approximated as a cylin
~cf. Fig. 2!, and the Kirchhoff approximation~KA !38,39 for
diffusive waves was used to model the interaction of lig
with the boundaries. For the cases presented here, the
had less than a 1% deviation from the rigorous solution
the diffusion equation.

In order to account for biological noise~e.g., breathing
motions!, the forward model was implemented with the co
pling coefficient technique.40 This approach compensates f
variations of detected intensity light due to perturbations c
ated at the source or the detector by biological noise. For
purpose, the object function~formally the vector of absorp
tion heterogeneity! was augmented:

x5FDma~rW1!

ma0

¯

Dma~rWn!

ma0

ln s1¯ ln sNs
ln d1¯ ln dNdG .

~5!
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 6, June 2003
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Heresk stands for the source-coupling amplitudes anddk for
the detector-coupling amplitudes. The reader is encoura
to read Ref. 40 for an in-depth derivation of the theoreti
technique.

E. The inverse problem

The inverse problem can be addressed by vari
schemes.41 In this study, we chose the singular value deco
position ~SVD! of the Moore–Penrose generalized system

xest5WT
•~W•WT1l•I !21

•Fsc , ~6!

wherexest is the object function vector,Fsc is the measure-
ment vector,WT is the transpose of the weight matrix, an
l•I is the regularization matrix. Tikhonov regularization w
used to stabilize the inversion procedure.

The optimum regularization parameter was chosen
means of an L-curve analysis.42 The L-curve method was
applied to an experimental model reconstruction and the
regularization parameter was derived using the curva
function, K(l), which was employed in the approach
Hansenet al.:43

K~l!5
j9~l!h8~l!2j8~l!h9~l!

~j8~l!21h8~l!2!3/2 , ~7!

wherej(l)5 lniW•xest2Fsci andh(l)5 lnixesti for a given
regularization valuel. The superscripts8 and 9 denote, re-
spectively, the first and second derivatives with respect tol.
The best regularization parameter, corresponding to the m
mum of the curvature functionK(l), was derived from our
experimental model, and was employed for all the rec
structions herein.

III. RESULTS

A. Tissue phantom

The reconstruction algorithm was characterized usin
model system previously employed to validate the appara

FIG. 2. Boundary condition model.
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FIG. 3. L-curve analysis from the
model experiment. The best regula
ization parameter was derived from
this analysis.
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potential.28 This experimental sample consisted of an obj
embedded in an otherwise homogeneous medium with cy
drical boundary conditions (diameter510 cm). The back-
ground media was created by a mixture of Intralipid and
to obtain optical parameters mimicking breast tissue48 (ma

50.04 cm21 and ms858 cm21). The contrast of the objec
was doubled during the experiment fromDma50.03 cm21

to Dma50.06 cm21. The object was a 2 cm diameter
cylinder.

Our Tikhonov regularization constant is derived from th
control experiment. Figure 3 presents the L-curve analy
and the curvature function associated with the differen
absorption reconstructions. From the L-curve analysis
scribed previously, the optimum regularization parame
was set tol5631024 of the maximum eigenvalue ofWWT

@see Eq.~6!#. Reconstructions from this experiment based
the optimum regularization parameter are presented in Fig

B. Clinical results

1. Case I: Fibroadenoma

This case corresponds to a mass estimated to be 1–
in diameter by palpation within a breast of 9 cm diamet
The mass was located around 6–7 o’clock in the breast, r
tive to our angle representation herein, and near the
surface~i.e., within '1 cm!. The tumor was found to be
fibroadenoma by biopsy.

An example of the intensity trace collected by one det
tor for a particular source is displayed in Fig. 5~source 14
and detector 4!. The differential absorption reconstruction
using the selected time represented by dots in Fig. 5
presented in Fig. 6. The reference state was chosen be
the injection of ICG as described in Sec. II D.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 6, June 2003
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The reconstructions exhibit a maximum of uptake b
tween 6 and 7 o’clock close to the surface. This maxim
uptake corresponded toDma50.018 cm21. The location cor-
responds to the expected location of the tumor. From
maximum of uptake, the FWHM of the reconstructed inh
mogeneity is estimated to 1.8 cm31.4 cm. Some artifacts
were also noticeable close to the location of the heteroge
ity, though they had lower magnitudes and different tim
behaviors.

2. Case II: Adenocarcinoma
This case corresponds to a tumor estimated to be 2–3

in diameter and located around 4–5 o’clock by palpat
within a breast of 7.7 cm diameter. The tumor was found
be an adenocarcinoma by biopsy.

FIG. 4. Model experiment. The medium was a 10 cm diameter cylindr
tank containing a 2 cmdiameter cylindrical heterogeneity. The optical p
rameters of the background were fixed toma50.04 cm21 and ms8
58 cm21. The contrast of the inhomogeneity was doubled from~a! Dma

50.03 cm21 to ~b! Dma50.06 cm21.
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An example of intensity trace collected by one detec
for a particular source is displayed in Fig. 7~source 2 and
detector 13!. The differential absorption reconstructions u
ing the selected time represented by dots in Fig. 7 are
sented in Fig. 8.

The reconstructions exhibit a maximum of uptake a
o’clock and forDma50.025 cm21, 2 cm deep in the breas
The half-width maximum value for the maximum reco
structed object is 2.5 cm32 cm.

3. Case III: Invasive ductal carcinoma

This patient had a cancer in the lower quadrant of
breast, and its size was estimated to be 4 cm33 cm. The
maximum differential absorption observed wasDma

FIG. 5. The dashed curve represents the intensity drop associated t
ICG-uptake for source 14 and detector 4~not capturing mass area! and
from all data and the dots represent the selected time employed for dis
in Fig. 6.

FIG. 6. Differential absorption reconstructions for the time selected in Fig
The frames are normalized to the same colorbar. The reconstruction
arranged in rows corresponding to the time course.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 6, June 2003
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50.042 cm21. The position of the tumor was easily est
mated from the surface as long as the skin surface was ro
like a ‘‘peau d’orange’’~orange skin–malignant obstructio
of the superficial lymphatic channels! at 6 o’clock. The tu-
mor was found to be an invasive ductal carcinoma by biop

An example of the intensity trace collected by one det
tor for a particular source is displayed in Fig. 9~source 6 and
detector 3!. The differential absorption reconstructions, usi
the selected time represented by dots in Fig. 9, are prese
in Fig. 10.

The reconstructions exhibit a maximum of uptake at
o’clock, 2 cm deep from the breast surface. This locat
corresponds to the expected location of the tumor. The h

the

lay

.
are

FIG. 7. The dashed curve represents the intensity drop associated t
ICG-uptake for source 2 and detector 13~not capturing mass area! and
from all data and the dots represent the selected time employed for dis
in Fig. 8.

FIG. 8. Differential absorption reconstruction for the time selected in Fig
The frames are normalized to the same colorbar. The reconstruction
arranged in rows corresponding to the time course.
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width maximum value for the maximum reconstructed obj
is 3.5 cm33 cm.

4. Pharmacokinetics

From the differential absorption, we can trace the IC
uptake locally in the tumor area as the ICG related abso
tion is linearly associated to the dye concentration. Figure
depicts the pharmacokinetics of the voxel exhibiting t
maximum uptake in the tumor area for the three cases in
tigated herein.

The origin of time was chosen to be the first rising po
in the pharmacokinetics. The data were obtained from
reconstructions at the sampling rate of the apparatus~8.8 s!.

FIG. 9. The dashed curve represents the intensity drop associated t
ICG-uptake for source 6 and detector 3~not capturing mass area! and
from all data and the dots represent the selected time employed for dis
in Fig. 10.

FIG. 10. Differential absorption reconstruction for the time selected in F
9. The frames are normalized to the same colorbar. The reconstruction
arranged in rows corresponding to the time course.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 6, June 2003
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For conciseness we do not show the entire set of recons
tions. The pharmacokinetics uptakes are normalized to t
respective maximum.

In Table I, the pharmacokinetics constants for healthy
sue and tumoral tissue are presented. The tumor tissues
respond to the voxel exhibiting the maximum of ICG upta
in the tomographic reconstructions, while the healthy tiss
correspond to the pharmacokinetics of a projection not c
turing the tumor area.

For case I, the ICG uptake was rapid both for the heal
tissue and the presumed tumor area. No wash-in, wash
rate differences was observable for this case.

Case II exhibited differences only in the wash-in rate. T
tumor expressed a slower uptake rate. The wash-out ti
were identical for healthy and diseased tissue.

Finally, case III exhibited uptake difference for both rate
The diseased tissue demonstrated a slower uptake and
washout rate.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Physiological significance

In all the three cases presented herein, the suspiciou
eas were well localized using DOT. In each case, a differ
tial uptake was observed in the area expected from palpa
Moreover, the estimated size of the mass from the FWHM
the maximum peak uptake was close to that estimated
palpation. This result underlines the ability of contra
enhanced CW DOT to perform accurate localization and
lineation of the tumorin vivo.28 The net differential uptake

the

lay

.
are

FIG. 11. Time course for the voxel exhibiting the maximum uptake in t
suspicious area~curves with geometrical markers! and for healthy tissue
~curves without geometrical markers!. The uptakes are normalized to the
maximum.

TABLE I. Rate constant of ICG uptake and excretion for diseased and hea
tissue.

Case

I II III

Healthy Tumor Healthy Tumor Healthy Tumor

a ~min21! 3.13 3.23 1.97 1.43 2.59 1.61
b ~min21! 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.05

a1b 3.30 3.42 2.18 1.63 2.79 1.66
R2 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.99
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1045 Intes et al. : Dynamical optical mammography 1045
as estimated in this study, is associated with an increas
the density of the capillary bed~angiogenesis!.

Additionally, discrimination between healthy and diseas
tissue was observed in the pharmacokinetics of ICG. T
pharmacokinetics were similar only for case I. In the tw
other cases, the tumor area exhibited a slower uptake
slower release of the contrast agent. This finding is rema
able because ICG is normally considered to be a blood
sistent contrast agent that is not expected to have prefere
uptake in diseased tissue.44 Discrepancies in uptake
excretion rate could be attributed to the leakiness of
blood wall of the contrast agent if extravasation is not ru
out.17

In solid tumors, microvessels exhibit a series of sev
structural and functional abnormalities~abnormal vesse
wall, abnormal vascular architecture and abnormal vasc
density!.45 Excessive branching is a common finding oft
coinciding with blind vascular endings. This chaotic vascu
organization is responsible for an increase in geometric
sistance to flow.46 Moreover, there is an increased vascu
permeability leading to a rise in local viscous resistance
blood flow.

Near-infrared techniques are sensitive to the local aver
blood flow due to their low resolution. Furthermore, they a
more sensitive to the microvessels than the large ves
especially in the case of contrast agent.47 We believe our
observations reflect the sensitivity of the technique to re
tance of small poorly perfused vessels and to the extrav
tion of the molecule.

B. Limitations

However, we have to underline the limitations of o
study. Our data-set was collected in the CW mode. Thus
accurate estimation of the average optical properties of
postinjection scan used as a baseline for all the recons
tions herein was not possible. Therefore, our forward mo
was calculated with the average properties of breast tissu
this wavelength reported in the literature.48 These average
optical properties can be patient and status hormo
dependent.7,8 Thus, in our reconstructions, a mismatch b
tween the forward model and thein vivo optical scattering
properties is likely to be present. This mismatch affects
quality and the quantitative estimate of the object function49

For instance, in case II, the overall background reconst
tion could be attributed to a mismatch in the optical ba
ground properties of the forward model which probably
fect the wash-out rate estimated in the tumor area. Th
effects, however, are less important in the case of a Ry
formulation than in a case of a Born one.50 Furthermore,
the scheme employed in this study is based on a
differential approach (Fsc(rWs ,rWd)52 ln@Upost-injection(rWs ,rWd)/
Upre-injection(rWs ,rWd)]). As demonstrated by Ntziachristo
et al.,37 a full differential approach is less sensitive to a bac
ground mismatch, especially for detectors on the oppo
side of the breast from the source.

Finally we used the coupling coefficient technique to
tenuate the effect of biological noise such as breathing a
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 6, June 2003
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facts. An example of the best fit obtained for an inversi
with and without the coupling coefficient is provided in Fi
12. Whereas this technique has been devised to obtain a
bust calibration method, it is still necessary to employ it
our approach as the source/detector-tissue coupling coul
modified during the time course of the experiment. The
modifications could occur simply on a subset of optodes
then lead to significant reconstruction artifacts. Including
source strength and detector gain as unknowns in the inv
problems enables us to diminish the impact of coupl
noise.

Noticing these two facts, we did not stress the quantitat
aspect of the uptake~maximum concentration!. This param-
eter could be plagued by uncertainties linked to our lin
approach. However, in the case of full differential sche
demonstrated by Y. Peiet al.,51 the relative time reconstruc
tions are not much affected by the reference optical prop
ties mismatch.

Due to these methodological uncertainties, the prelim
nary hypothesis of Sec. IV A should be confirmed in futu
studies.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this article we reported diffuse optical tomographic im
aging of ICG uptake by breast suspicious massin vivo. In all
three cases investigated herein, clear localization of the
picious area was achieved, correlated well witha priori in-
formation obtained by palpation. Moreover, different pha
macokinetics were found between healthy and disea
tissue in the two malignant cases. This finding is possi
related to the morphological differences in the vasculari
tion between healthy and diseased tissues. This accumula
of ICG in tumor is a nonspecific,52 transient30 mechanism. It
is related to the degree of angiogenesis of the suspic
mass. These results suggest that localin vivo ICG pharma-
cokinetics in breast tumors have the potential to be used
diagnostic tool for improvement of the specificity of the o
tical techniques.

FIG. 12. Measurement vector and fitting vector with and without coupl
coefficient (Fsc(rWs ,rWd)52 ln@Upost-injection(rWs ,rWd)/Upre-injection(rWs ,rWd)#).
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More cases are necessary for these studies to reach s
tical relevance. Improvements in the apparatus and in
reconstruction algorithm are under development. A new
paratus with better signal-to-noise ratio and faster s
speeds is under development.53 Thus we expect to make
more precise measurement of the slow component of
double compartment model. Finally, an improved implem
tation of the algorithm with breast shape boundary con
tions is underway.
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